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2018 Relatives and Friends Survey 
 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Mission Care has had the privilege of caring for vulnerable adults in South London for over 110 

years. We are committed to providing the highest standard of care to all of our residents across five 

homes, and also to supporting their relatives and friends. We place a high value on listening to the 

views of residents’ families and friends and we recognise that they are often well placed to provide 

meaningful feedback on the service we provide.  

 

This report summarises the findings from our 2018 Relatives and Friends Survey. Its aim is to 

inform us about how residents’ relatives and friends experience Mission Care, as well as the 

decision-making process they went through when choosing a home for their loved one.  

 

The survey also investigates the effectiveness of our communication, dining standards and opinions 

of our dementia-friendly café. Mission Care is grateful to all those who took the time to complete 

this survey. As always, the results will be carefully considered by both Senior Management and 

Home Managers, and will help us identify ways to further improve.  

 

The Relatives and Friends Survey sits alongside our Residents Survey, which was conducted 

during the same period of time. When taken together, these reports help us understand how our 

residents and loved ones feel about the service we provide.  

 

This survey was distributed on 1st and 2nd February 2018 and the deadline for responses was 

Friday 23rd February, at which time Mission Care was providing care to 219 residents across its five 

homes. 210 surveys were sent by post. This is less than the total number of residents as some 

residents have no named next-of-kin. Participants were also invited to complete the survey online 

through the SurveyMonkey platform at surveymonkey.com. 

 

Survey responses were posted to the Mission Care Support Centre. Adams Group, an independent 

agency whom Mission Care has worked with for many years, analysed the data and reported on the 

findings.  

 

99 responses were completed, 90 by post and 9 directly online. Based on the total number of 

residents (219), this represents a response rate of 45%, which is down 7% from last year when the 

response rate was 52%.  
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The headline data from the 2018 report is: 

 

CARE PROVISION 

 97% would recommend Mission Care as a care provider 

 93% rate Mission Care as a Good/Very Good care provider 

 94% rate the care their loved one receives as either Good/Very Good 

 92% feel the staff treat their loved one with dignity and respect 

 92% rate the support they receive from care staff as Good/Very Good 

 82% of those who rated pastoral care, rated it as either Good/Very Good 

 78% of those who rated activities provided in the homes, selected Good/Very Good  

 85% feel that the level of involvement they have with the home is Good/Very Good 

 

DINING AND MEALS 

 78% rate the overall dining experience as either Good/Very Good 

 74% rate the variety of meals served as either Good/Very Good 

 80% rate the quality of meals provided as either Good/Very Good 

 

COMMNICATION AND CHOOSING A HOME 

 87% rate the level of communication from the home as Good/Very Good 

 77% rate the communication about Mission Care in general as Good/Very Good 

 55% say the information about volunteering is unclear, vague or not available at all 

 75% of respondents never check the Mission Care website for updates about activities or 

events 

 The most important factors for respondents when choosing a home are: Living 

environment/facilities; CQC rating; care and support of staff in response to enquiry; word of 

mouth/recommendation; and availability.  

 Of those who felt that information was applicable to them when choosing a home, 96% 

rated the information they received when looking for a home as Good/Very Good 

 79% of respondents received a copy of the Friends and Relatives Guide when enquiring 

about/selecting a Mission Care home for their loved one 

 96% of respondents who had received the Friends and Relatives Guide rated it as 

Good/Very Good 

 The three most influential ways people came to hear about Mission Care were: GP, Care 

Manager, Hospital (28.9%); Word of mouth (19.6%); and Bromley Care Services Directory 

(16.5%) 

 73% of respondents have visited Mission Cafe in Bromley 
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Section 5: Care at Mission Care 
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CONTEXT AND OBJECTIVES 
 

Mission Care is committed to providing a high standard of person-centred care to all of our 

residents and to ensuring that family members and friends of residents feel supported and involved 

throughout their time with us. We strive to improve the service and care we provide and the views 

provided by our residents’ families and friends are essential to help us do this well.  

 

The aim of the survey was to establish: 

 How friends and relatives feel about Mission Care as an organisation 

 How friends and relatives rate the care given to their loved ones 

 How involved they feel with the care received by their loved ones 

 How they initially found out about Mission Care 

 How they feel Mission Care communicates with them regarding their relative or friend 

 Participants’ views of Mission Cafe (where applicable) 

 

The survey results are used to: 

 Inform the provision of care and support 

 Ensure that residents receive quality assured treatment 

 Monitor the quality of care received by residents 

 Maintain and achieve a person-centred approach 

 Highlight areas for improvement 

 

Carrying out this survey-based research enables Mission Care to identify areas for improvement 

across individual homes, as well as the organisation as a whole. 
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METHODOLOGY 
 

Mission Care used a standardised survey to research the views of our residents’ relatives and 

friends. This approach has low administration costs and is easy to use. The 2018 survey is virtually 

identical to the one used in 2017 and asks the same questions, though with a few minor updates to 

the way questions were worded. This enables us to draw a direct comparison between last year’s 

results. 

 

The Relatives and Friends Survey included a mixture of open and closed questions in order to 

ensure neutrality and to avoid leading questions. The questions were ordered to encourage logical 

progression for the participant. Respondents were able to choose whether or not to provide their 

name and contact details. 

 

Respondents were invited to include further comments following most questions to support their 

responses, as well as leave additional comments or questions at the end of the survey. It was felt 

these comments could better inform the implications and recommendations from this report. 

 

The surveys were sent by post to residents’ named next-of-kin. Stamped, addressed envelopes 

were provided with the survey to make it easier for respondents to return it. The surveys were sent 

out over a period of two days, commencing 1st February 2018. Respondents had until 23rd February 

to complete and return their survey. They were also sent a link to the internet page where they 

could complete the survey online via SurveyMonkey. 

 

The results from the completed postal surveys were loaded in to the SurveyMonkey online system, 

where they were combined with the results of those surveys completed online. The data was then 

analysed by an external agency, Adams Group, whom Mission Care has worked with for several 

years. It is important that the data is reviewed by an independent analyst to ensure transparency. 
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RESPONSES 
 

210 surveys were posted out to residents’ next-of-kin. Where an advocate is named instead of a 

relative, the advocate was invited to participate. 

 

99 surveys were completed, 90 responded with the paper form and 9 completed the survey online.  

 

 The responses according to each home were: 

 

 Total surveys sent  Total received Response rate 

Willett House 36 20 55.5% 

Love Walk 18 7 38.8% 

Homefield 35 15 42.9% 

Greenhill 58 22 37.9% 

Elmwood 63 35 55.5% 

Total 210 99  

 

The overall response rate, taking into account the full number of residents in care at that time (219), 

is 45%. (The response rate for those who were sent a survey (210) was 47%.) 

 

There is some variation between homes, with Love Walk and Greenhill having the lowest response 

rates, and Elmwood and Willett House generating a response rate almost 17% greater than this.  

 

The response rate does not allow us to draw statistically accurate conclusions, however by 

comparing the results between years, Mission Care can go some way towards identifying trends 

which is still helpful.  
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  
 

Section 1: Establishing the Facts 
 

Q1. Mission Care home  
 
Respondents were asked to state which Mission Care home their relative or friend is living in 

(selecting one option.) 

 

All 99 respondents answered this question.  
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Care Home Respondents 

Elmwood 35 

Greenhill 22 

Homefield 15 

Willett House 20 

Love Walk 7 

 

 

Q2. Length of stay 
 

Establishing the length of stay enables Mission Care to better interpret the results of the survey.  

 

98 respondents answered this question. 1 Skipped. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The table below shows the length of stay per home across the six options:  

 

 Elmwood Greenhill Homefield Love Walk Willett House Total 

0-3 months 3 0 1 0 1 5 

3-6 months 1 2 2 0 2 7 

6-12 months 9 4 4 1 1 19 

1-2 years 10 8 2 2 3 25 

2-3 years 3 2 2 0 4 11 

3 years + 9 6 3 4 9 31 

Total 35 22 14 7 20 98 
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Section 2: Choosing a home 
 

97 answered this question. 2 skipped. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The comparison with the 2017 results is detailed below.  The most notable change is the increased 

importance of both Word of mouth and also GPs and hospitals, which together account for almost 

50% of responses to this question. 
 

Answer Options 

    

2017 
Response 
Percent 

2017 
Response 

Count 

Approx 
Percentage 
change +/- 

2018 
Response 
Percent 

2018 
Response 

Count 

    

Word of mouth 19.59% 19 13.00% 14  Up 7% 

GP, Care Manager, Hospital 28.87% 28 23.10% 22  Up 6% 

Bromley Care Services Directory 16.49% 16 14.80% 16  Up 2% 

Mission Care website 1.03% 1 2.80% 3  Down 2% 

CareHome website 5.15% 5 2.80% 3  Up 2% 

YourCareHome website 0.00% 0 0.00% 0  No change 

Other care related websites 1.03% 1 0.00% 0  Up 1% 

Advertisement 0.00% 0 0.00% 0  No change 

Personal recommendation 7.22% 7 6.50% 7  Up 1% 

Online search results (google,yahoo,bing) 5.15% 5 9.30% 10  Down 4% 

Other (please specify) 15.46% 15 27.80% 30  Down 13% 
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Other answers include: 

 

 Bromley Social Services 

 I live nearby and heard good things about Mission Care 

 Quality Care Commission 

 I used to work here (2004-2008) and I live next door 

 Mission Care lecture at my church 

 Social Services 

 Knew a previous resident 

 Social Services 

 Bromley Social Services 

 Mother was there and sent by Social Services 

 NHS and Bromley Social Services 

 Not sure, Dad arranged it 

 Placed there by Social Services without parents’ knowledge N/A 

 It is in my local area 

 

 

Q4. Quality of information and support 
 
Respondents were then invited to assess the quality of information and support provided to them by 

Mission Care during the enquiry and selection process before admission to the home.  

 

96 answered. 3 skipped. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is very encouraging that nearly 91% of respondents answered favourably, with no negative 

responses. It is broadly consistent with the 2017 results, with slightly more respondents answering 

Very Good, compared with 55.5% in 2017. 
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When comparing the results between homes, there is generally a good consistency between them, 

with the following key points to note (percentage totals include those who chose Not Applicable): 

 

Greenhill: 55.5% Very Good, 31.8% Good, 9% Average. Overall this picture is less positive than in 

2017, with nearly 20% fewer respondents selecting Very Good and more selecting Average.  

 

Elmwood: Combined positive responses of 91.5% and only 2.86% Average. 

 

Willett House: 100% positive responses, including 52.6% Very Good. 

 

Love Walk: 100% positive responses, with 80% Very Good.  

 

Homefield: Combined positive response of 80%, with 73.3% selecting Very Good. Overall the 

picture is more positive than in 2017. 

 

5 respondents also chose to provide further comments, and these are detailed below:  

 

Greenhill 

 I found home by word of mouth. Was welcomed when I came to look around. Not given 

enough time to make arrangement to get relative there for a visit 

 The home manager and the senior nurse undertaking assessment in hospital was very 

important. It was timely and it reassured my mother despite her fears about not returning 

home. 

 Sent by PRU (Hospital) - Winter Bed 
 

Homefield  

 Very good 

 Discharged from the PRU into Homefield nursing home 

 

In summary, there continues to be a positive trend over the past two-three years, and in 2018 all 

respondents who felt this was applicable to them, chose a positive or satisfactory response, with no 

negative ratings given. 

 

 

Q5. Friends and Relatives Guide 
 

91 answered. 8 skipped.  

 

Following on from the question about initial information and support, respondents were asked if they 

had received a Friends and Relatives Guide. The majority of respondents had received the guide, 

79% which is comparable with 2017. The remainder said No, however it is reasonable to assume 

that some of the respondents who answered No may have had a relative or friend living with 

Mission Care for more than three years. 8 people skipped this question. 
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When analysing by home, we see the proportion who received the Friends and Relatives Guide:  

 

Home Yes No 

Love Walk 67 33 

Elmwood 82 18 

Willett House     71 29 

Greenhill 85 15 

Homefield  80 20 

 

 

 

Q6. Quality of the Friends and Relatives Guide 
 

Only 74 people answered this question and 25 skipped it. 

 

Those respondents who had received a guide, were then asked to rate its quality and 95.94% gave 

a favourable answer (Very Good/Good), with no negative responses (Poor or Very Poor). This is 

comparable to 2017 when 97% gave a positive answer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This great result is consistent across all the homes, in which a substantial majority selected Good or 

Very Good, with only two homes featuring Average responses.  
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Further comments provided by respondents are listed by home. 

 

Elmwood:  38% Very Good  55% Good 6.9% Average 

 

Willett House: 41.7% Very Good 58.3% Good 

 Can't remember if received one 

 Unsure, this was 11 years ago 

 

 

Love Walk: 75% Very Good  25% Good 

 Unsure if received a guide 

 

Homefield: 50% Very Good  42% Good 8.3% Average 

 Once our relative joined the home I believe there was a guide with the paperwork 

 Very helpful as I have had no previous knowledge of nursing homes! 

 

Greenhill:   47% Very Good  53% Good  

 Can't recall if received one or not 
 
 
 

Q7. Reasons for choosing the home 
 
In total 88 respondents answered the question and 11 skipped it. 

 

The last question in Section 2 asked respondents to confirm why they had chosen one of the 

Mission Care homes for their relative or friend. The question followed the format introduced in 2015 

in which respondents were asked to rank the options in order of what was most important to them, 

with 1 being the most important and 8 the least important. It is more difficult to analyse the data for 

this question as not all respondents chose to rank all eight options.  

 

The chart below details how many respondents ranked each option first, second, third and so on.  

 

 

Ranking order 1 - 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total Score 

CQC Rating 13 8 5 7 8 5 6 5 57 5.07 

Home environment / facilities 15 8 8 16 8 4 4 2 65 5.51 

Location / Proximity 6 11 20 5 10 9 2 2 65 5.28 
Care & support of staff in 
response to enquiry 13 12 10 8 8 8 6 0 65 5.48 

Impression of staff 10 10 6 14 9 5 6 1 61 5.25 

Word of mouth / recommendation 13 5 4 3 3 8 9 16 61 4.07 

Availability 12 7 3 7 8 9 7 8 61 4.57 

Christian ethos 5 5 8 2 6 4 11 16 57 3.63 
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To help interpret this data, the responses for the top three options have been combined and then 

ranked in order. This table ranks them in order of the most first choices.  
 

Ranking order 1 - 8 1 2 3 Combined 

Home environment / facilities 15 8 8 31 

CQC Rating 13 8 5 26 

Care & support of staff in response to enquiry 13 12 10 35 

Word of mouth / recommendation 13 5 4 22 

Availability 12 7 3 22 

Impression of staff 10 10 6 26 

Location / Proximity 6 11 20 37 

Christian ethos 5 5 8 18 

 
This table ranks them in order of the highest combined response.  
 

Ranking order 1 - 8 1 2 3 Combined 

Location / Proximity 6 11 20 37 

Care & support of staff in response to enquiry 13 12 10 35 

Home environment / facilities 15 8 8 31 

CQC Rating 13 8 5 26 

Impression of staff 10 10 6 26 

Word of mouth / recommendation 13 5 4 22 

Availability 12 7 3 22 

Christian ethos 5 5 8 18 

 

When comparing with the results from the 2017 survey, Location/Proximity has moved up from 

third to first, whereas Impression of staff has moved down from second in 2017 to fifth in 2018. 

Home environment/facilities continues to rank in the top three in both years. In 2018, Care & 

support of staff in response to enquiries is more important, up from 4th position in 2017 to 2nd 

this year. CQC Rating continues to sit around the middle of priorities, ranking 5th in 2017 and 4th in 

2018. In both years the bottom three options are the same, with Christian ethos ranking last, 

though in 2017 Availability ranked above Word of mouth. 

 

 

 

Section 3: Communication 
 

Mission Care understands that communication between the organisation and relatives and friends 

of our residents is very important. Respondents were invited to rate the level and quality of 

information received from the home in relation to the care of their relative or friend. This information 

will help Mission Care ensure that a good quality of support and care is maintained. 
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Q8. Level of communication 
 

The first question concerned the level of communication respondents receive from Mission Care.  

 

97 answered and 2 people skipped it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

The results are generally very positive with 86.6% providing a favourable answer. This is a very 

small drop from last year’s 87% however is still more positive than in 2015. The results analysed by 

home are included below: 

 

Home Combined Good/  

Very Good  

Average Poor 

Willett House 89.5% 10.5% 0% 

Greenhill 95.5% 4.5% 0% 

Love Walk 83.3% 16.7% 0% 

Elmwood 77.2% 17.1% 5.7% 

Homefield 93.3% 0% 6.7% 

 

These results show that all of the homes are providing a good level of communication to relatives 

and friends. Homefield has had the biggest improvement compared with 2017 with positive 

responses up by more than 20% and Poor responses down by approximately 14%. In contrast, 

Willett House has dropped from 100% positive in 2017 to 89.5% in 2018.  

 

Elmwood has also dropped with positive responses down by approximately 5% since 2017, and 

with 5.7% rating communication as Poor in 2018, compared with none in 2017. 

 

Respondents were invited to provide further comments, and these are listed by home overleaf.  
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Willett House 

 It is very difficult to ring Willett House the number either rings out or is answered by a 

passing member of staff who is, of course, very busy 

 If there are issues I will always get a phone call 

 My husband's nurse is very helpful and supportive 

 Communication has improved in recent months but attention needs to be given to 

improving listening skills 

 

Greenhill 

 Certain staff are excellent & will ring if there is a problem. If these staff are not on duty I am 

not informed. You need more staff. 

 I am always informed of concerns and incidents. I can usually get through to someone if I 

need to speak to them and I can get through to the manager when I need 

 

Elmwood  

 Improved as they got to know us, especially now they recognise we like to be involved in 

her care 

 When we go we rarely are able to get much information as to how he is doing. We plan to 

ask for a regular review meeting initially monthly until he is more settled. 

 Don't think any communication has been received during the first year of occupation 

 Excellent communication all round 

 

Homefield 

 Someone always there to give me support at this very stressful time 

 You can always ask staff 

 

 

 

Q9. Communication in general 
 

Relatives and friends receive communications in many different forms, including relative meetings, 

reception areas in each home, the Mission Care website and the Annual Review.  

 

The respondents were asked to rate the communication they receive about Mission Care in 

general, regarding events and developments across the group. 
 
97 answered and 2 skipped. 
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This year’s results are slightly more favourable than in 2017. The proportion choosing Very Good 

has stayed the same, while the proportion choosing Good has increased slightly from 42% to 47%, 

with a drop in Average responses from 22.55% in 2017.  Encouragingly, in 2018 no respondents 

rated communication as Very Poor.  

 

When looked at by home, the analysis and additional comments are:  

 

Greenhill: 91% combined positive response and 9% Average. 

 

Elmwood: 68.6% combined positive response; 28.6% Average and 2.9% Poor. 

 I visit 3 or 4 times a week so keep up-to-date. I don't know if this would be the case if I 

visited less frequently 

 Excellent 

 The Friends & Relatives meeting held quarterly is helpful & informative 

 Communication via e-mail on events please. 

 

Willett House: 73.7% combined positive response; 21% Average and 5.3% Poor 

 

Love Walk: 83.3% combined positive response; 16.7% Average 

 

Homefield: 80% combined positive response; 13.3% Average and 6.7% Poor 

 Always there to give me a kind word and already feel the warmth and friendship 

 

The most notable trends are: 

1. The improvement in response from Homefield, whereby only 50% of respondents gave a 

favourable response to this question in 2017. 

2. The drop in positive response from Willett House, down from 95% in 2017.  
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Q10.  Regularity that respondents check the website 
 

89 answered. 10 skipped. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This year’s results are comparable to 2017, though slightly less favourable. In 2017, 70% said they 

Never visit the Mission Care website and this is up to 75.28% in 2018. However, slightly more 

respondents said they visit the website Two – three times a week, compared with only 2% in 2017. 

Those checking once a week has dropped down from 9.3% in 2017 to 13.5% in 2018.  

 

26 people added further comments, which provide some helpful insight, particularly into the reasons 

why people don’t visit the website. The comments have been categorised according to the answer 

option provided.  

 

 “Never” 

 Our friend is no longer able to participate in the activities 

 I always read the various noticeboards in the entrance hall each time I visit so once a 

fortnight and they are informative 

 Don't use the website, haven't got IT. All things are told by Mission Care 

 I was unaware there was a website for this information 

 Never knew you had a website!! 

 All forthcoming events are always posted on the notice board which is always read 

 A family member goes into our Mum most evenings or lunchtime, therefore we tend to see 

what activities have gone on that day 

 I visit daily 

 Was not aware of this 

 I don't check the website - however I rely on info in the lift! I find this very helpful with things 

coming up at the home 

 Will need to do more. Didn't realise it has events listed 

 Wasn't aware 
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 The elderly 'friend' does not partake in activities! 

 All information I receive is either provided by the activity staff or advertised on the notice 

board 

 See weekly list & advertising 

 I do not have a computer 

 Will do now I know the events are on there. 

 

 “Fortnightly” 

 When my daughter checks, nothing is ever listed! 

 When the website was out of date I lost interest but will resume visits now that it is updated 

 

Did not answer the question    

 Did not realise this information was on website 

 Occasionally 

 I have no computer, but weekly posters are positioned in lift and living area, plenty of 

information is given 

 Occasionally 

 Occasionally 

 Occasionally 

 Occasionally 

 

Generally, these additional comments are encouraging about the website, however it may be 

surprising how many people were not aware that Mission Care has a website or that activities were 

listed. It is also encouraging that many people get the information they need from other sources. 

 

 

 

 

 

Q.11 Volunteering support  
 

91 answered, 8 skipped. 

 

This question specifically asked about volunteering within either the Activities or Pastoral teams, or 

at Mission Care’s charity shop, Brix.  
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The table below gives a direct comparison with 2017 and we see that it is broadly very similar, 

though with fewer people saying there was no information available.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overall this shows there is still work to be done to raise the profile of volunteering, as only 45% of 

respondents thought the information was clearly presented.  

 

Respondents were asked to specify where they have seen this information, e.g. on the website, in 

the homes or in external publications. 19 respondents provided further comments, including four 

from people who did not answer the original question. These comments have been grouped 

according to the answer they gave to question 11. 

 

“Very clear” 

 I volunteer to help at events if I am free and able to 

 

“Clear” 

 As I live outside the area, volunteering is not possible. What I have seen is well set out 

 On posters within home environment 

 I am not a relative, nor do I have power of attorney. I have my own 90 year old father I care 

for in his own home so no time to volunteer & busy with own church too 

 Mainly in leaflets or in the lift 

Options 2018 2017 

Very clear 11% 11% 

Clear 34% 34% 

Not so clear 25.3% 21% 

Vague 16.5% 15% 

No information available  13.2% 19% 
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 I tend to rely on regular attendance at relatives’ meetings 

 In the home 

 

 “Not so clear” 

 I have not apart from a pamphlet about the charity shop in my pack 

 The appointment process is laborious and likely to put off potential volunteers 

 

“Vague”  

 Only due to meeting a volunteer at Willett House 

 I have only heard about this at a meeting 

 

“No information available” 

 I have never seen information about volunteering, maybe because I felt I was too old to 

offer any help and have never really looked 

 Was not aware of this 

 I am aware of 2 relatives volunteering but never seen information about help being needed 

 Have not seen but sadly don't have the time to volunteer 

 

Did not answer the question  

 Not seen information regarding volunteering in charity shops. Have been informed and 

taken part in trips 

 I live 2.5 miles away so not really viable for me to volunteer. I just visit 2-3 times a month 

 We have no time available to volunteer 

 Don’t live nearby otherwise I would ask about volunteering 

 

As in 2017, a number of respondents gave reasons as to why they are unable to volunteer, even 

though this was not the question asked. Nevertheless, several respondents did provide further 

information and it seems that meetings and information within the homes has been particularly 

important.  
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Q12. Visiting Mission Cafe 
  

In January 2015, Mission Care opened Mission Café, a dementia-friendly cafe in Bromley town 

centre. The cafe is open to the general public and of course all Mission Care residents. Four new 

questions were added to the survey in 2015 to find out if residents, relatives and friends have 

visited the cafe and to get an idea of their first impressions. 

 

The first question established whether people had visited the cafe: 

 

96 answered, 3 skipped. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These results are comparable with 2015, however they are less favourable than last year. In 2017, 

34.55% of respondents said they had visited the cafe, compared with 27% in 2018. 

It must be noted that because this question asks if respondents have ever visited the cafe, which 

could be a one-off occurrence, ideally, we would want to see an increase in this number over time 

as some may have visited years ago. We would hope that newer relatives will have visited too.   

 

Next year it may be more helpful to change the wording of this question to: Have you visited the 

cafe in the past 12 months? This would give more helpful information given the cafe has now been 

open for three years. 
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Those respondents who answered No were asked to state their reasons why in a comments box 

and 33 people provided information which has been categorised below:  

 

Live too far away / don’t shop in Bromley 14 

Did not know about it 6 

No relative with dementia / not relevant to me e.g. relative is unable to leave the home 4 

Other  4 

Don’t have time / haven’t had time yet 2 

Will visit soon 2 

Don’t have suitable transport 1 

TOTAL 33 

 

Like last year, the most common reason why people haven’t visited Mission Cafe is due to its 

proximity to them. However, this year, the second most significant reason is simply that people 

didn’t know about it. Last year several respondents said that they wanted to go but couldn’t find it 

and it is encouraging that this has not been repeated this year. This demonstrates that there is still 

work to be done in raising awareness of Mission Cafe and also its purpose, as one 

person commented that they feel the cafe is a distraction from the main need and operation of 

Mission Care.  

 

 

Q13. First impressions of Mission Cafe 
 

Respondents who answered ‘yes’ to the previous question were then asked to detail their first 

impressions of the cafe.  

 

24 people provided information. This is a decrease on last year’s survey in which 32 people 

answered this question.  

 

Respondents’ comments have been categorised into positive, negative or mixed.  

 

Positive (20) 83.3% 

 Really lovely and friendly 

 Very clean and friendly 

 Nice environment, reasonable food 

 Good welcome, very friendly staff, good to meet up with other Christian people 

 Very clean & happy atmosphere, staff very happy 

 Very clean, staff very good. Atmosphere would improve if more people visited 

 Brilliant, cake and coffee excellent 

 Clean, comfortable and very friendly 

 Very nice 

 Very good 

 Very friendly and relaxed atmosphere with modern surroundings 

 Friendly staff, good food, good atmosphere for customers with dementia 
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 Very good, friendly & relaxed 

 Very good - clean. Good service and comprehensive prices 

 Very good 

 Good 

 Good 

 Good 

 Yes, very nice and plenty of room for a wheelchair 

 Excellent food and service. Staff very friendly. Facilities top condition 

 

Negative (2) 8.3% 

 Not very friendly, nobody spoke to us although there were only two other people having 

coffee so they were not busy 

 Not very impressed 

 

Mixed response (2) 8.3% 

 Very nice environment - lighting is a bit low - often looks shut so need to look more inviting 

 N/A 

 

These comments are very encouraging and there is a noticeable improvement compared with last 

year when only 65.5% of these respondents provided a favourable comment.  

 

 

Q14. Residents visiting Mission Cafe 
 

The survey then asked if the respondent’s relative or friend had visited the cafe.  

93 answered, 6 skipped. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These results are comparable with 2017 in which 24% answered Yes and 76% answered No.  
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In order to evaluate whether this is a positive result, we first need information on the number of 

residents in all Mission Care homes that could reasonably be considered able to visit the cafe, and 

also what proportion of these residents have a relative living nearby who might reasonably be 

considered able to accompany them.  Unfortunately, this information isn’t available but it would be 

good to consider if it could be incorporated into future surveys or analysis. Also, consider adding 

“Do not know” as an option in future for those who are unsure. 

 

Q15. Residents’ impressions of Mission Cafe 
 

Respondents who answered Yes to question 14 were asked to detail what impressions their friend 

or relative had of Mission Cafe. 23 people responded, and these have been grouped into positive, 

negative, mixed, and also those who didn’t feel they could accurately answer this question.  

 

Positive 

 Loved it 

 Very good 

 Mum loved her visits there by minibus with the activities team 

 Loved it 

 Good 

 Yes, she enjoys going 

 They thought it was very nice also very clean 

 Enjoyed it 

 Happy 

 Good 

 

Negative 

 Not too impressed - I think he thought he was going to look at shops, not be left at cafe!! 

 Cafe could be warmer as not wanting to remove coat. Door could have been easier design 

to enable ease of a wheelchair 

 

Mixed 

 Good, but would like gluten free cake options to be available 

 

Don’t know 

 Unknown 

 Did not pass a comment 

 Not able to be aware of surroundings 

 Don't know 

 He is unable to communicate 

 Unsure if visited 

 Impossible to assess 

 N/A 

 Only if she was taken by staff 

 Hard to tell given my father’s condition but I think he enjoyed getting out. 
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Section 4. Dining at Mission Care 
 

All elements of catering were taken in-house at the end of 2013, and respondents were asked to 

rate different aspects of the dining experience. As in the 2015 and 2017 surveys, respondents were 

given the option to effectively opt out if they felt the questions were not applicable to them. This may 

be because they have never, or rarely, share meals with their relative or friend in the home. In this 

section, the analyst had to choose whether to factor the opt-outs into the percentages, or to treat 

them in the same way as skipping a question. The analyst decided that removing the N/As from the 

calculations would provide a more accurate picture. 

 

 

Q16. Quality of meals 
 

89 people answered (including 10 N/As), 10 skipped.  

 

One person was unclear whether this question related to meals at the cafe (as asked in the 

previous section) or in the home. The analyst recommends clarifying the wording next year to 

specify “meals served in the home.” 

 

With the N/As removed from our calculations, the results are: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The table overleaf compares these results with 2017. They are positive and show that a high 

standard has been maintained.  
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Options 2018 2017 

Very Good 32.9% 33% 

Good  45.6% 46% 

Average 21.5% 20% 

Poor 0% 1% 

Very Poor 0% 0% 

Total 100% 100% 

Combined positive total (Very Good/Good) 79% 79% 

 

When the results are analysed by home, the findings are: 

 

 Willett House Love Walk Homefield Greenhill Elmwood 

Very Good  29.4% 50% 33.3% 33.3% 30.8% 

Good 64.7% 33.3% 41.7% 44.5% 38.5% 

Average 5.9% 16.7% 25% 22.2% 30.8% 

Poor 0 0 0 0 0 

Very Poor 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

 

The specific results vary between homes, with Willett House performing the best. The high 

proportion of Average responses at Elmwood should be looked into.  

 

Respondents were invited to provide further comments and also asked to explain why they chose 

N/A if that was their answer. These have been listed by home with a few irrelevant comments 

omitted.  

 

Homefield 

 I think the food quality is excellent 

 Can sometimes be salty 

 I have put good but only for when Terri is the chef. The agency Chefs need a lot of 

improvement, some do not even read pick lists!!! 

 

Greenhill 

 Sometimes I think the meals could vary a little more 

 Not as good as they used to be. Standard seems to have slipped. 

 On the whole good, I do think that puree meals could vary more, also more milk puddings 

and not so much yoghurt 

 Difficult - I believe that Esme or staff go out of their way to provide high quality food. 

Change my mind, Good & sometimes Very Good 

 Relative has problems swallowing and only able to eat certain food 
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Elmwood 

 Do not see menu so not aware of choices. Seen meals served and they seem OK. My Mum 

mostly eats all her food. 

 My husband is very bad with food 

 We only had coffee and cake (This person may be referring to Mission Cafe) 

 Difficult with [resident’s] dysphasia to get proper food but as he was an excellent cook 

himself he is not impressed! I have not seen daily meals, only event catering which is good. 

 Sunday meals seem very nice, on the whole the meals look good. I appreciate it’s hard to 

please everyone 

 Tea time is a bit same thing. Some lunches often feel stale 

 Have not seen any of the meals served up! 

 Unfortunately my mum has no appetite and has difficulty swallowing, but the care staff 

constantly try to order suitable food 

 The kitchen staff have been very helpful in regards to dietary restrictions of my mother and 

often make items especially for her 

 Never been there 

 Christmas dinner and the care my visiting mother received was excellent 

 

 

Q17. Variety of meals  
 

Of the 96 respondents who answered this question, 10 people chose N/A, leaving a total of 86.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Removing the not-applicable answers, the results compared with those of the previous survey are: 
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Options 2018 2017 

Very Good 31.4% 22.2% 

Good 43% 55.5% 

Average 24.4% 18% 

Poor 0 1% 

Very Poor 1.2% 3.3% 

Total 100% 100% 

Combined positive total 74.4% 77.7% 

 

When the results are analysed by home, the findings are: 

 

 Willett House Love Walk Homefield Greenhill Elmwood 

Very Good 29.4% 50% 33.3% 38.1% 23.3% 

Good 47% 16.7% 41.7% 38.1% 50% 

Average 23.5% 33.3% 25% 23.8% 23.3% 

Poor 0 0 0 0 0 

Very Poor 0 0 0 0 3.3% 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

 

 

Respondents who chose Not Applicable were asked to state why in the comments box. Others also 

made general comments. Again, one person asked if this question referred to the variety of food 

served in Mission Cafe or the home. 

 

Homefield 

 Peg fed 

 Sometimes meals not up to standard when agency staff on duty 

 

Greenhill 

 Only required cake and sandwich (This person may be writing about Mission Cafe) 

 Relative only able to eat certain food products 

 

Elmwood 

 I have never seen a menu at Elmwood 

 There is repetition of menus but this is to be expected when catering for large numbers 

 Not really been there - menus look mediocre 

 Have not seen any of the meals or menus! 

 My Mum is very difficult to please but the staff really try to encourage her to eat 

 My mother’s dietary needs mean she has limited choice of meals 

 Never been 

 Hard to tell as my father struggles to remember and I'm only ever there at tea time. 
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Q18. General view on the dining experience at Mission Care 
 

The final question for this section sought to gain an understanding of the overall dining experience 

at Mission Care, according to the perspective of our residents’ friends and relatives.  

 

97 people answered this question, including 5 choosing Not Applicable, this leaves 92 responses.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The proportion of respondents selecting Very Good has increased for the second year in a row, and 

is up from 29.5% in 2017. Ratings of Good have also increased from 42% in 2017 to 46.7% in 

2018. Also positively, in 2017 six people rated the food as Poor, compared to only one person in 

2018.  

 

When the results are analysed by home, the key findings are: 

 

 Willett House Love Walk Homefield Greenhill Elmwood 

Very Good 31.6% 33.3% 38.5% 42.9% 27.3% 

Good 52.6% 33.3% 46.2% 38.1% 51.5% 

Average 15.8% 33.3% 15.3% 19% 18.2% 

Poor 0 0 0 0 3% 

Very Poor 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 100%  100%  100%  100%  100%  

 

The only Poor response came from Elmwood. Overall respondents at Love Walk appear less 

satisfied with their dining experience than those in other homes.  

 

Respondents provided additional comments which are listed by home below. 

 

Love Walk 

 Appreciate my relative's diabetes is catered for in diet 
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Homefield 

 Peg fed 

 Have been invited to lunch on Wednesday so can't comment at the moment 

 

Greenhill 

 Some of the tea/coffee cups need more cleaning. Some have stains 

 I understand that for those who are more suited to staying in the lounge it makes sense, but 

for those able to be transferred to wheelchairs, frames or walk, it's quite nice to have a 

change of scenery and face the other residents to chat etc. 

 For residents who are able to eat "normal foods" good, but for residents who have "puree 

meals" (my mother is included in this) not so good with variations 

 I shall go there regularly 

 Difficult with one or two staff there can be tensions in the dining room 

 Relative only able to eat certain food products 

 

Elmwood 

 Need to make sure a drink is served every time with a meal 

 My husband doesn't get out of the bed. So he doesn't go to the dining room. 

 Several people I know that have visited the cafe have not been very impressed [this 

respondent may have confused this question with one regarding Mission Cafe] 

 My aunt enjoys her meals, and when I have joined her for lunch it was very tasty 

 I have rated food good but never been with relative at lunchtime 

 Soups can be a little too salty/spicy at times. Mother on puree diets & very fussy. More milk 

pudding would be nice 

 Again not really seen food – [resident] non-plussed by it 

 Unable to comment. Never been around at meal times! 

 Have only visited cafe with husband and tea & cake trips [this respondent may have 

confused this question with one regarding Mission Cafe] 

 I notice that there is often a lot of wasted food & I know that the portion sizes can be rather 

large for elderly people who don’t have much of an appetite, so a full plate actually puts 

them off trying to eat 

 Very small, could be bigger 

 Hard to tell as my father struggles to remember and I'm only ever there at tea time 
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Section 5 – Care at Mission Care 
 

Q19. Level of involvement with care 
 

It is important that Mission Care understands how residents’ next-of-kin feel about how involved 

they have been in decisions concerning the care of their loved one. This question sought to find this 

out.  

 

95 answered. 4 skipped. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overall, these are positive and encouraging results, and are a slight improvement on last year. In 

2017, the combined Very Good/Good response was 79%, and in 2018 it is 85.3%, returning to a 

similar level as 2015. Primarily this has led to a reduction in those selecting Average, down from 

19% in 2017. Those answering Poor is still around 2% as it was last year.  

 

When analysed by homes (individual response numbers are in brackets), the results are: 

 

We can see from the above data that Willett House returned the most positive result overall, as it 

did last year.  In 2018, Greenhill and Elmwood both had relatives and friends who rated the level of 

their involvement as Poor. Respondents were invited to give further comments, and these are listed 

by home overleaf, with supporting information where relevant. 

 Willett House Love Walk Homefield Greenhill Elmwood 

Very Good 52.6% (10) 66.67% (4) 46.7% (7) 54.5% (12) 48.5% (16) 

Good 36.9% (7) 16.67% (1) 33.3% (5) 36.4% (8) 33.3% (11) 

Average 10.5% (2) 16.67% (1) 20% (3) 4.5% (1) 15.2% (5) 

Poor 0% 0% 0% 4.5% (1) 3% (1) 

Very Poor 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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Willett House 

 As we don't live nearby it is difficult to attend meetings organised for families of residents 

 I am always involved in his care plan and how many days he spends in bed due to pressure 

redness 

 

Homefield  

 Early days but so far very informative 

 
Greenhill 

 I feel that I am able to speak to someone if I am unhappy about things 

 As I said before, it depends what staff are on at the time 

 

Elmwood 

 Staff always keep me informed of what is happening 

 Especially as they know we want to be involved with her care (Very Good) 

 Not really for him to share with me. Person with power of attorney not around much though 

 Not much interaction at all (this person selected Poor) 

 There is no involvement, therefore unable to comment! 

 The carers always update me when I visit 

 Involved in meetings and regularly updated on needs 

 

 

Q20. Level of care 
 

Next, relatives and friends were asked to rate the level of care provided by Mission Care and the 

results are generally very encouraging. 96 people answered, 3 skipped.  
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52% of respondents rated the care provided as Very Good; this is down from 59% in 2017. There 

has, however, been an increase in those choosing Good, up from 28% in 2017 to 41.7% in 2018. 

When these differences are offset, it corresponds to a decrease in Average responses, down from 

12% in 2017 to 6.3% in 2018. Also, positively, there were no Poor responses this year, compared to 

one in 2017.  
 
When the results are analysed by home, the findings are: 
 
 Willett House Love Walk Homefield Greenhill Elmwood 

Very Good 42.1% (8) 83.3% (5) 53.3% (8) 54.5% (12) 50% (17) 

Good 47.4% (9) 16.7% (1) 46.7% (7) 40.9% (9) 41.2% (14) 

Average 10.5% (2) 0% 0% 4.6% (1) 8.8% (3) 

Poor 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Very Poor 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

 

The most notable information here is that satisfaction with the level of care at Willett House has 

dropped, down from 80% Very Good and 20% Good in 2017. In contrast, all four other homes have 

improved overall when compared with 2017, with Love Walk receiving a particularly high result and 

Elmwood making the most improvement overall.  

 

Several respondents left further comments on their experiences of the care provided to their loved 

one. 

 

Willett House 

 I feel the level of care is very good, as we have experienced exceedingly poor care at 

previous care home 

 All the staff we have met and come to know are excellent and very caring. I'm concerned 

that there seem to be more agency staff passing through than there used to be 

 

Love Walk  

 We don't think it could be bettered. Total relief that she is so well looked after 

 

Homefield 

 My husband is kept clean in every respect for which I am very grateful 

 

Greenhill 

 Sometimes I do feel there are not enough staff in the lounge if a resident wants to go to the 

toilet they have to wait which they shouldn't have to. I have heard agency staff tell one 

resident 'go in your own pad, that's why you are wearing one' which is not acceptable. 

(Nevertheless, this respondent chose Good). 

 Mostly very good but there have been occasional incidents when my relative has not felt 

sensitively treated "blunt" 
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Elmwood 

 I cannot fault the care and consideration given to my mum. She has built a strong 

relationship with the staff who are always willing to spend time with her 

 Asked me to get velcro shoes as tying his laces up in the morning is too much trouble/effort 

from what I can gather! 

 The level of care the 'friend' receives is unknown! 

 All of the staff that I have met so far are very kind and very caring. Every staff member is 

aware of my Mum's needs and always do their best for her. Very happy with standard of 

care 

 Some matters could be improved 

 The staff are very caring and considerate 

 Generally very good although I have concerns about male members of staff bathing female 

patients. This has made my mother feel uncomfortable as her generation do not feel it's 

appropriate. This did upset my mother and for this reason I feel she should be bathed by 

female members of staff 

 

 

Q21. Dignity and respect 
 

In keeping with the theme of care, relatives were asked how well they feel staff treat residents with 

dignity and respect.  

 

96 people answered. 3 skipped.  
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These findings are generally positive and broadly similar to 2017, though in 2018 fewer 

respondents selected Average (11% in 2017). In 2018 the proportion of respondents giving a 

positive answer of either Very Well or Well is 91.7%; this is up from 88% in 2017.  

 

When analysed by home, the findings are: 

 

 Willett House Love Walk Homefield Greenhill Elmwood 

Very Well 63.2% (12) 66.7% (4) 80% (12) 77.3% (17) 47% (16) 

Well 31.6% (6) 33.3% (2) 20% (3) 18.2% ( 4) 35.3% (12) 

Average 5.3% (1) 0% 0% 4.5% (1) 14.7% (5) 

Poor 0% 0% 0% 0% 3% (1) 

Very Poor 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

 

Homefield has made a significant improvement on 2017’s result, when 57% of respondents 

selected Very Well, and 7% Average. Love Walk and Greenhill have also improved relative to last 

year, however Willett House has performed worse, with the proportion of respondents selecting 

Very Well down more than 20% on the 2017 result when there were also no Average responses. 

Elmwood’s responses are mixed when compared with 2017.  Average ratings have decreased 

since last year but are still higher than the other homes, and the only Poor response came from 

Elmwood.  

 

Further comments included by respondents also provide helpful insight and should be duly 

considered by Mission Care when evaluating how to improve the service it provides. 

 

Love Walk 

 He feels he has a role and something to offer, thanks to the way staff value him 

 

Homefield 

 We have been really impressed with how good the care is 

 

Greenhill 

 I feel when I have visited before especially agency staff have a tendency to sit around the 

table in the lounge talking when it would be nice for them to sit with the residents - 

interacting and talking to them instead of CD/TV on. 

 The staff at Greenhill are wonderful, my sister couldn't be cared for any better than she is at 

Greenhill 

 

Elmwood 

 My aunt is not always an easy person to deal with and the staff are always bright and 

cheerful 

 Generally good but depends on the particular carer. Some are better than others. 

 All staff are very conscious of dignity of residents at all times 
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 From what we see, our loved one is treated with dignity and respect, but we are not present 

24/7 

 He is a very easy patient as far as I can tell. They pull him about when dressing/washing 

him. Regularly tear clothing and treat him like a piece of meat as far as I can see when I 

have witnessed his care. (This person rated Poor). 

 Was concerned by one member of staff who seems to refer to all the men as "Papa" rather 

than use their name. Otherwise it is a difficult job that it is difficult to do to a high standard 

 Some 'good', and some not so good 

 Some staff are better than others 

 
 

Q22.  Quality of Activities 
 

Mission Care strives to provide a variety of interesting activities that are appropriate for the majority 

of residents. This question sought to find out if relatives and friends think we are achieving this aim.  

 

96 answered. 3 skipped. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Of the 96 people who answered this question, 11.5% said they were unsure. The number of 

respondents selecting Very Good has increased again this year, up from 27% in 2017 to 33.3% in 

2018. The proportion choosing Good has remained similar with just a slight drop, down to 35.5% in 

2018 compared with 37% in 2017. This means the total positive response is 69% in 2018, up from 

64% in 2017. There has been a slight drop in Average and Poor responses also, so overall it is an 

encouraging trend.  
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When the results are analysed by home, the findings are: 

 

 Willet House Love Walk Homefield Greenhill Elmwood 

Very Good 38.9% (7) 33.3% (2) 40% (6) 36.4% (8) 25.7% (9) 

Good 22.2% (4) 50% (3) 20% (3) 45.5% (10) 40% (14) 

Average 27.8% (5) 0% 26.7% (4) 13.6% (3) 11.4% (4) 

Poor 11.1% (1) 0% 0% 0% 2.9% (1) 

Very Poor 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Unsure 0% 16.7% (1) 13.3% (2) 4.5% (1) 20% (7) 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

 

Love Walk has delivered a very strong result again with 100% satisfaction among those who felt 

they were able to answer the question properly. Satisfaction with activities for residents has 

dropped at Willett House, whereas Homefield, Greenhill and Elmwood have all performed better 

compared to 2017. 

 

Respondents who answered Unsure were asked to give a reason for this answer, which some did. 

Others also chose to leave comments. Where relevant, respondents’ answers have been included 

to provide context. 

 

Willett House 

 I feel quality of activities are superb but unfortunately Mum is too ill now but she would have 

loved them 

 Sadly my mother's dementia is far too advanced for her to participate in any activities 

 Activities/carers/staff leaving. So some concern for the future 

 

Love Walk 

 Not local 

 

Homefield 

 It seems they are not taken downstairs to where the activities take place 

 Early days - he sleeps such a lot involving him must be difficult 

 

Greenhill 

 I do feel that 30 minutes in the morning & 30 minutes in the afternoon leaves a lot of time 

with the residents just sitting there asleep. I understand it is hard to entertain them all day 

but I do feel more could be done to engage with them. A lot of the residents have dementia 

so a pub quiz/tv pub quiz isn't really that suited. More activities getting the residents to 

move about more would be more beneficial to them like the balloons being hit around. It's 

keeping them alert and engaging individually with them. 

 Relative unable to participate in activities 

 

Elmwood 

 My husband stays in bed all the time 
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 My relative is in bed all the time and not able to take part in activities 

 Mother unable to participate in group activities but enjoys one-to-one 

 It is difficult to arrange activities that suit everyone. Mum particularly likes it when the dogs 

visit. Some craft activities would be good. 

 Is not interested in any of the activities. There is nothing wrong with his mind/brain but he 

can't communicate. Not much for him. 

 He does not seem to want to participate currently 

 My family member tends to keep herself in her room. Loves visitors and the various 

Christian gatherings.  

 The elderly 'friend' does not partake in activities! 

 My mum has not really been well enough to take part, but she is always encouraged to take 

part if possible 

 I know my mother really appreciates it when she can go on an outing 

 Mum has to be encouraged to take part in activities, but she is engaging more with staff 

and other residents now 

 Need a bit more choice but down to staff level etc. 

 My relative does not want to take part in anything 

 My mother does not participate in any activities so unable to comment 

 Unfortunately our friend doesn't participate much but that is her choice 

 I see the events schedule, but my father struggles to remember/comment on them 

 Not well enough to take advantage of most activities 

 

 

Q23. Quality of Pastoral care 
 

As a Christian charity, Mission Care strives to provide a high standard of pastoral care to residents. 

91 people answered, 8 skipped. 
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In 2018, 24.2% of respondents answered that they were Unsure.  

 

26.4% of respondents rated pastoral care as Very Good, and 36.3% rated it as Good. This 

represents a slight drop from 2017 in which 31% of respondents selected Very Good, and 34% 

selected Good. Respondents selecting Average is unchanged at 11%. This year, one respondent 

has selected Very Poor.  

 

When the results are analysed by home (with individual respondents in brackets), the findings are: 

 

 Willett House Love Walk Homefield Greenhill Elmwood 

Very Good 15.8% (3) 50% (3) 21.4% (3) 27.3% (6) 30% (9) 

Good 57.9% (11) 33.3% (2) 7.1% (1) 40.9% (9) 33.3% (10) 

Average 10.5% (2) 0% 21.4% (3) 4.5% (1) 13.3% (4) 

Poor 0% 0% 7.2% (1) 0% 0% 

Very Poor 0% 0% 7.2% (1) 0% 0% 

Unsure 15.8% (3) 16.7% (1) 35.7% (5) 27.3% (6) 23.4% (7) 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

 

Given the high number of people who chose Unsure, and also the wide range in the quantity of 

responses between the different homes, it is difficult to make meaningful comparisons. The most 

notable fact, having reviewed the responses for last year, is the increase in negative responses for 

Homefield, which, according to the comments, may have something to do with a member of the 

pastoral team leaving. 

 

Respondents who answered Unsure were asked to explain why in the comments box. Some gave 

reasons and others made general comments about the pastoral provision. 

 

Willett House 

 Only because I have not been witness to it so therefore can't really comment 

 I have no idea 

 

Homefield 

 In need of a visiting pastor. Paul sadly missed 

 When Pastor Paul was there the pastoral support was good as he visited every week. My 

relative enjoyed singing the hymns and prayers. To my knowledge there haven't been any 

involvement of pastoral support since he left. 

 No pastoral support at the moment 

 I don't know as early days 

 Don't know what pastoral support means 

 

Greenhill 

 I have never seen any pastoral support on the floor when visiting my Mum 

 It would be nice if Mum could attend church. She is catholic and always attended church 

 Am not aware of any given but have attended services 
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 Not religious but other pastoral care is fine. Not really there to see. 

 Not my field 

 

Elmwood 

 I don't know if anyone has visited my relative 

 The Thursday afternoon service was discontinued months ago. That is a shame. My wife 

enjoyed it. 

 Own priest visits her regularly 

 Have not witnessed any of the pastoral support 

 Not used 

 My relative is not interested 

 Don't know as our friend doesn't tell us 

 I've not seen the pastoral care and my father does not comment on it 

 
 
 
Q24. Mission Care as a care provider 
 
After respondents had considered all the key aspects of care provision, we wanted to know their 

overall impressions of Mission Care and asked them to rate the organisation as a whole.  

 

97 answered, 2 skipped. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Overall, this is a great result and is more positive than last year. In 2017, the combined positive 

response (of Good or Very Good), was 87%. In 2018 this total is 92.8% - almost 6% better. Also, in 

2017 there were two Poor responses, whereas there were none in 2018.  

 

11 respondents provided further comments for this question, and these have been listed by home.  
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Willett House 

 Excellent organisation, staff and operation 

 The home is in desperate need of redecoration. I have been promised that redecoration will 

be done several times! The paint is chipped and the home does not look cared for! 

 

Love Walk  

 Care is good. Maintenance of property and facilities poor. 

 

Homefield 

 The staff are amazing 

 

Greenhill 

 On the whole I am quite happy with the care Mum receives, she is on the 2nd floor, and the 

staff are always very caring and try to do their best. My main concern is that the evenings, 

when family are with Mum, there seems to be a shortage of staffing levels which will always 

have a knock-on effect with giving residents the time that they need. 

 

Elmwood  

 I would not have left my mother there if I didn't think it was the best place for her 

 Difficult to assess for someone who appears to spend much of her time in bed 

 EXCELLENT 

 Excellent in all areas 

 The friendliness and approachability of the staff makes such a difference. Thank you. 

 This is a very difficult and challenging area of work 

 

 

 

Q25. Support from staff 
 

Mission Care understands the decision to move a relative or friend into a care home is often a hard 

one and wants to know how well supported they feel.   

 

96 answered, 3 skipped. 
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Overall this is a very encouraging response with 91.7% of respondents giving a favourable answer. 

This is an improvement on 2017 when 88% responded favourably, however a marginally higher 

proportion (63%) selected Very Good in 2017, compared with 60.5% in 2018. 

 

When analysed by home (with individual responses in brackets), the results are: 

 

 Willett House Love Walk Homefield Greenhill Elmwood 

Very Good 57.9% (11) 66.7% (4) 73.3% (11) 77.3% (17) 44.2% (15) 

Good 42.1% (8) 33.3 % (2) 20% (3) 18.2% (4) 38.2% (13) 

Average 0% 0% 6.7% (1) 4.5% (1) 17.6% (6) 

Poor 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Very Poor 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Total 100%  100%  100%  100% 100%  

 

Willett House and Love Walk achieved 100% positive results. Elmwood rated the poorest and is 

broadly comparable with 2017. Work needs to be done to find out why nearly 18% of respondents 

rated the support they personally receive as Average.  

 

Six people left further comments and these have been listed by home. 

 

Willett House 

 As per Q8 it is always difficult to return a call to a specific member of staff at Willett House 

which can hamper communication 
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Homefield 

 I find all the staff very caring and approachable. I am so grateful for the care my husband 

receives, it is a great relief for me. 

 The staff have shown me continued kindness at a time in life when I am feeling vulnerable 

and very sad 

 

Elmwood 

 Staff are always friendly & listen to any concerns. they reassured me Mum would be OK 

when I had a recent operation 

 N/A No support received or expected 

 Excellent 

 

 

 

Q26. Recommending Mission Care 
 

Whether someone would recommend Mission Care is a good indicator of how satisfied they are 

with the provision of care and also how confident they are in the organisation. This year 95 people 

answered this question, and 4 skipped.  

 

It is encouraging that nearly 97% said they would recommend Mission Care (92 people). The 

remaining 3 said No, and one of these people explained that it is due to lack of knowledge (rather 

than being unsatisfied). These results are essentially the same as in 2017.  
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6 people left further comments on this question: 

 

Those who chose Yes 

 Sometimes staff need to inform you of changes in your relatives. It gets overlooked 

sometimes 

 Thank you for being there for my wife 

 All the staff seem very friendly and attentive towards Mum 

 Managers on hand to answer questions of matters of personal dealings 

 Can only comment on Greenhill 

 

Those who chose No 

 But only because I know so little about the Home 
 
 
 
Q27. Further and final comments  
 
Finally, respondents were asked if they had any further comments, questions or concerns. 20 

people chose to complete this field with a number of helpful insights and suggestions made. In 

addition, several people provided comments under Q28. which are better suited here, so these 

have also been listed. All answers have been listed according to home.  

 

Willett House 

 We are very pleased with Willett House and the staff - all very friendly and kind 

 I hope the costs incurred by having an independent organisation analysing the results of 

the survey are not being taken from my relative's care home fees. As this seems an 

unnecessary expense, could this not be done in house? 

 I have some concerns regarding staffing levels, several long-term carers have left, this isn’t 

good for residents or remaining staff. The most recent carer to leave had worked at Willett 

House for at least 10 years. It's the excellent carers that make the home such a well run & 

happy place. 

 

Love Walk  

 My relative is extremely well looked after and is very happy 

 A big thank you to staff. Always made so welcome, lots of smiles, though I'm sure it's a 

tough job at times. 

 We would be happy to be looked after by any of the staff at Love Walk. Unfortunately we 

are too old!! 

 

Homefield 

 As far as I am concerned there is only one other place that I would want my wife to be and 

that is home with me 

 Couldn't answer the question asking what order I wanted things in as it was too complicated 

to work out how to arrange the answers, so I just left it. Sorry 
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Greenhill 

 Very good supportive home. She is lucky to be there 

 Since Manager has left it is impossible to see a member of staff if there is a problem. 

Decoration in rooms after leak still not done after 6 months! Cleaning not great (I do it). 

Certain members of staff brilliant, don't let them go. Staffing at weekends very low. 

 I would if the next inspection comes back as good [this response may have been meant for 

the previous question] 

 I cannot fault Greenhill at all. The staff are so helpful, friendly and always happy. I want to 

mention Sheila, Paul and Ian - lovely people so glad I've met them, they do a wonderful job. 

 Since Mum has been at Mission Care, she has made progress with her weight and seems 

very settled 

 I am happy with the staff that care for my relative but more staff are needed to support them 

and not just agency workers 

 We are very happy and think the staff are outstanding in their care and support 

 

Elmwood 

 Always kind, happy staff on 2nd floor. Are all wonderful. 

 Thank you for looking after our mum this last year, it has made a difficult decision a bit 

easier to accept 

 I am very pleased with Elmwood Nursing Home 

 I am very impressed with the standard of care and the cleanliness of Elmwood. I know that 

there have been problems in the past, but none of the problems are evident now. Excellent 

all round staff at all levels. A very happy caring environment. 

 We are told we can talk to manager in private but this seems not to happen 

 I have recommended it. 100% recommend. I work in care field and the best home I know 

of. 

 It's difficult when you see a parent decline so quickly. The friendliness and approachability 

of the staff makes such a difference. Thank you. 

 The Home's help is very much appreciated at what is a very sad and traumatic time for the 

resident and for relatives. 

 

 

Q28. Option for contact  
 

Some of the comments made invite a specific response and follow up from Mission Care. 

Therefore, as with last year, respondents were offered a personal response and asked to leave 

their name and contact details. They were also made aware that the findings of the survey will be 

available in the homes and on Mission Care’s website in April 2018.  

 

This year three respondents left their contact details to be followed up by the relevant Home 

Manager. 
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LIMITATIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEXT YEAR 
 
Limitations 
 

As this year’s response rate is only 45% so we cannot say with confidence that the data is a good 

representation of views. Whilst the analyst has made reference to how the results compare with 

previous years’, this comparison is not a reliable indicator and should be read with an appropriate 

level of caution. Increasing the response rate should be a priority for next year.  

 

Recommendations to improve the response rate and usefulness of the survey report:  

 

1. Reduce the quantity of questions to between 15 and 20 (maximum), prioritising those areas 

which are most important and which action can be taken if the results are unsatisfactory.  

2. Include two new questions:  

a. How do you rate the overall quality of care provided by the home? 

b. If Mission Care could focus on improving one aspect of its care provision, what 

would that be (choosing from options such as: Care shown by staff, activities, 

dining experience and food, living environment, pastoral care) 

3. Report on some questions by home rather than by question, thus enabling senior 

management and home managers to quickly assess the overall results for that home. 

4. Consider removing all the questions about Mission Cafe from this survey. Instead create a 

separate survey if necessary.  

5. Consider changing question 12 to say: Have you visited Mission Cafe in the past 12 

months?  

6. Q14 – whether included in this survey or incorporated into a separate survey on Mission 

Care, give respondents the option of “I don’t know/Unsure”. 

7. If Mission Care residents are taken to Mission Cafe on an outing, ensure that staff ask them 

a few questions about their experience and record it so the findings can be incorporated 

into the report when it is finalised. 

8. One person was unclear whether the questions around meals related to meals at Mission 

Cafe (as asked in the previous section) or in the home. The analyst recommends clarifying 

the wording next year to specify “meals served in the home.” 

 

Additional recommendations to capture more meaningful data: 

9. In the online survey, if possible, create an automatic rule where if people select Poor or 

Very Poor, they are asked to state why in a comments box.  

10. Ask those respondents who didn’t receive a copy of the Friends and Relatives guide if they 

would like to receive one. 

11. Some residents are placed in a Mission Care home by the local authorities, therefore their 

relatives and friends are not able to answer the question regarding the factors that affected 

their decision to place their loved one at Mission Care. This could distort the results. 

12. For question 3, include another option for respondents: “The choice was not mine.” This will 

encompass those residents who were placed in a home by Social Services. 
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OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
 

The key observations from this survey and the analyst’s recommendations are summarised below. 

 

Section 1: Establishing the facts 

 

Responses received from relatives and friends who are associated with each home are: 

 

Home Total received 

Willett House 20 

Love Walk 7 

Homefield 15 

Greenhill 22 

Elmwood 35 

Total 99 

 

 

Section 2: Choosing a home 

 

Regarding how people came to hear about Mission Care, the three most influential ways were:  

1. GP, Care Manager, Hospital (28.9%) 

2. Word of mouth (19.6%) 

3. Bromley Care Services Directory (16.5%) 

 

Generally, respondents were very satisfied with the quality of information provided during the 

selection process (90% Very Good or Good). 

 

79% of respondents received a Friends and Relatives Guide, though that number should be 100%. 

96% of respondents who had seen the Guide, rated it as Good or Very Good. 

 

RECOMMENDATION: Investigate why prospective relatives are not all receiving this guide 

when making an enquiry/considering a Mission Care home.  

 

The top five factors which were most important for people when choosing a home were: 

1. Home environment/facilities 

2. CQC rating 

3. Care and support of staff in response to enquiry 

4. Word of mouth/recommendation 

5. Availability 
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Section 3: Communication  

 

Level/quality of information  

87% of respondents reported positively when asked about the level of communication they receive 

from the home.  

 

Regarding satisfaction with the general information provided by Mission Care, the results remain 

positive with 77.4% choosing Good or Very Good. 

 

Website 

It is surprising that this year more people said they never visit the Mission Care website (75.3%). 

 

From the comments we can see that in the majority of cases the reasons people never the check 

the website include: They don’t have a computer or internet access; people didn’t know that 

activities and events were on the website; relatives don’t participate in activities so it’s not relevant 

to them; and they are updated adequately via other means. 

 

RECOMMENDATION: Remind/inform relatives and friends through means such as the 

Annual Review and emails, that activities are available on the website. 

 

Volunteering information 

Regarding the clarity of information about volunteering opportunities, the results were disappointing 

and comparable with 2017. Only 45% of respondents said this information was Clear or Very Clear. 

Also 13.2% said there was no information available, meaning potential volunteers are not being 

recruited. This is better than last year but still cause for concern. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Across all five homes, review what information is given to relatives 

about volunteering, and also how and when they are given it. 

Mission Cafe  

27% of respondents have visited Mission Cafe in Bromley, down from 35% in 2017. 43.5% gave 

first impressions which were positive; 8.7% which were negative and 4.5% which were mixed. A 

further 43.5% said that they were unsure what answer to give for this question. 

 

RECOMMENDATION: Carry out a separate survey into views on Mission Cafe to find out 

more about how clients feel about it. This should encompass the views of customers who 

are passers-by and not just relatives of Mission Care residents.  

 

This separate survey should ask people to rate the key aspects of the cafe to ensure it 

remains competitive in the market. 
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Section 4: Dining experience 

 

Quality of meals 

78.5% of those respondents who considered the question about quality of meals applicable to their 

relative, rated the food as either Good or Very Good, and this is virtually identical to 2017 and 2015. 

Also encouragingly, this year no one rated the quality of meals as Poor. 

 
Notably, several comments complained about the quality of food provided by agency chefs.  

RECOMMENDATION: Investigate what quality control exists for agency kitchen staff to 

ensure that they maintain the high standard set by the permanent chefs. 

RECOMMENDATION: Investigate why Elmwood reported nearly 31% Average ratings.  

Variety of meals 

The results for the question about variety of meals is very similar to that about quality, though 

slightly lower, with 74.4% giving a positive answer.  Unfortunately, this good result is not reflected 

across all of the homes. Elmwood in particular had one person rating variety as Very Poor.  

 

RECOMMENDATION: Consider omitting this question as for many people, the quality 

includes variety and any additional information could be gleaned through comments.   

 

RECOMMENDATION: Review menu plan at Elmwood to ensure good variety.   

 

General dining experience 

80% of respondents rated the overall dining experience as either Good or Very Good.  

 
RECOMMENDATION: Consider spot checking the meals across the homes and report to 

management on consistency (if this is not being done already). 

 

SUGGESTIONS FROM RELATIVES and FRIENDS 

 Some of the tea/coffee cups need more cleaning. Some have stains 

 I understand that for those who are more suited to staying in the lounge it makes sense, but 

for those able to be transferred to wheelchairs, frames or walk, it's quite nice to have a 

change of scenery and face the other residents to chat etc. 

 For residents who are able to eat "normal foods" good, but for residents who have "puree 

meals" (my mother is included in this) not so good with variations 

 Difficult with one or two staff there can be tensions in the dining room 

 Need to make sure a drink is served every time with a meal 

 Soups can be a little too salty/spicy at times. Mother on puree diets & very fussy. More milk 

pudding would be nice 

 I notice that there is often a lot of wasted food and I know that the portion sizes can be 

rather large for elderly people who don’t have much of an appetite, so a full plate actually 

puts them off trying to eat 
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 Very small could be bigger 

 On the whole good, I do think that puree meals could vary more, also more milk puddings 

and not so much yoghurt 

 Can sometimes be salty 

 

 

Section 5: Care at Mission Care 

 

Level of involvement  

85.3% of respondents gave a positive answer to the question about how well they are involved with 

matters concerning their loved one, with 51.6% selecting Very Good. This is an increase on 2017’s 

79%. 

 

Level of care shown to residents  

There has been a notable increase in the positive response to this question compared with last 

year. In 2018, 93.7% of respondents rated the care their loved one receives as either Very Good or 

Good, up from 77% in 2017. 

 

However, as with last year, several respondents commented that agency staff let the homes down. 

 

RECOMMENDATION: Review respondents’ comments (page 35-36) and investigate as 

necessary.  

 

RECOMMENDATION: Review quality control of agency staff to ensure a high standard. 

 

Dignity and respect 

92% of respondents said that their loved one was treated Very Well or Well (with dignity and 

respect). This is a slight improvement from last year’s result of 88%. 

 

RECOMMENDATION: Review additional comments (page 37-38) and investigate further 

as necessary. 

 

Activities  

69% of respondents thought activities were either Good or Very Good.  When the 11.5% who 

selected unsure are removed from the calculations, the result is more positive with 77% selecting a 

positive result. However, overall this area is less positive for Mission Care than other areas of its 

care provision.  

 

 

SUGGESTIONS FROM RELATIVES 

 I do feel that 30 minutes in the morning & 30 minutes in the afternoon leaves a lot of time 

with the residents just sitting there asleep. I understand it is hard to entertain them all day 

but I do feel more could be done to engage with them. A lot of the residents have dementia 

so a pub quiz/tv pub quiz isn't really that suited. More activities getting the residents to 
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move about more would be more beneficial to them like the balloons being hit around. It's 

keeping them alert and engaging individually with them. 

 

Pastoral Care 

This year 25% of people said they were unsure about how to comment on the pastoral care 

provided by Mission Care. When these are removed from the calculations, the results are 

encouraging with 35% rating it as Very Good and 48% as Good. Homefield was the only home to 

record negative results, with one Poor and one Very Poor rating, as well as lower positive results 

than the other homes.  

 

RECOMMENDATION: Review respondents’ comments on page 41-42 and take action as 

necessary.  

 

RECOMMENDATION: Review the provision of pastoral care at Homefield. 

 

Overall effectiveness as a care provider 

60% of respondents said Mission Care was a Very Good care provider, and a further 33% that it is 

a Good care provider. This means 93% gave a positive answer which is encouraging. Mission Care 

must still strive for an even better result.  

 

RECOMMENDATION: Including a question about overall care provision for the homes 

would enable Mission Care to clearly identify which homes are underperforming, and 

therefore take subsequent action.  

 

Support shown by care staff 

82% of respondents rated the support shown by care staff as either Good or Very Good.  

 

Recommending Mission Care 

97% of respondents would recommend Mission Care, which is comparable to 2017 though down 

from 100% in 2015. 

 

RECOMMENDATION: Review respondents’ comments on pages 46-48, and take action as 

necessary. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

The information obtained from this survey is vitally important to Mission Care as it helps ensure that 

self-evaluation is based on evidence and also the views of residents’ relatives and friends who may 

see things differently.  

 

The report shows that overall Mission Care is delivering to a high standard but with several areas 

for improvement. The biggest challenge is ensuring consistency across the homes as each care 

home is different, in terms of its facilities and staff.   

 

In order to be truly effective, the research and evaluation process (i.e. this survey and the 

Residents’ survey) must also be reviewed to ensure it is achieving its goal of helping Mission Care 

to improve wherever it is needed. The report has suggested several ways this process could be 

improved upon next year to increase the value it makes to the organisation.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 


